POPCORN: A web service for individual PrognOsis prediction based on multi-center clinical data CollabORatioN without patient-level data sharing.
Clinical prognosis prediction plays an important role in clinical research and practice. The construction of prediction models based on electronic health record data has recently become a research focus. Due to the lack of external validation, prediction models based on single-center, hospital-specific datasets may not perform well with datasets from other medical institutions. Therefore, research investigating prognosis prediction model construction based on a collaborative analysis of multi-center electronic health record data could increase the number and coverage of patients used for model training, enrich patient prognostic features and ultimately improve the accuracy and generalization of prognosis prediction. A web service for individual prognosis prediction based on multi-center clinical data collaboration without patient-level data sharing (POPCORN) was proposed. POPCORN focuses on solving key issues in multi-center collaborative research based on electronic health record systems; these issues include the standardization of clinical data expression, the preservation of patient privacy during model training and the effect of case mix variance on the prediction model construction and application. POPCORN is based on a multivariable meta-analysis and a Bayesian framework and can construct suitable prediction models for multiple clinical scenarios that can effectively adapt to complex clinical application environments. POPCORN was validated using a joint, multi-center collaborative research network between China and the United States with patients diagnosed with colorectal cancer. The performance of the models based on POPCORN was comparable to that of the standard prognosis prediction model; however, POPCORN did not expose raw patient data. The prediction models had similar AUC, but the BMA model had the lowest ECI across all prediction models, indicating that this model had better calibration performance than the other models, especially for patients in Chinese hospitals. The POPCORN system can build prediction models that perform well in complex clinical application scenarios and can provide effective decision support for individual patient prognostic predictions.